
Finally, the flexible collaboration solution  
you’ve been waiting for to enhance pro-
ductivity, strengthen personal connections, 
and deliver a truly awesome video confer-
ence experience. Logitech® GROUP Kit with 
Intel® NUC video conferencing system — 
configured and validated for performance 
and compatibility — includes a Logitech 
GROUP, Wireless Touch Keyboard K400 
Plus, Intel® NUC, Intel Unite™ and Iluminari 
Quicklaunch SE.

No more guesswork trying to figure out 
which components work together. This 
pre-configured collaboration bundle pro-
vides rich, beautiful HD video conferencing 
that works with any VC software applica-
tion or cloud service — including the ones 
you already use.

No need to waste precious time trying to 
get things to work: simply walk into the 
room and quickly start your meeting.

The Illuminari Quicklaunch SE interface 
provides a simple, consistent, and familiar 
experience time after time, and can be 
easily customized to meet the needs of  
different teams. The high-performance, 
small form factor Intel NUC, with Intel 
Unite, delivers s robust collaboration and 
sharing experience meeting after meeting.

Welcome to a whole new era of video  
conferencing flexibility and simplicity with 
the Logitech GROUP Kit with Intel® NUC.

Logitech GROUP Kit
with Intel® NUC

A FAMILY THAT 
ACTUALLY GETS ALONG.
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WIRELESS TOUCH KEYBOARD K400 PLUS

Wireless keyboard with integrated touchpad

10-meter (33-foot) range

Meeting room friendly keyboard

AVAILABLE IN EMEAUNIVERSAL COMPATIBILITY

Works with all PC based UC and video 
conferencing applications1 
Microsoft® Lync®, Skype for Business, Cisco Jabber®, 
WebEx®, Blue Jeans, BroadSoft, Lifesize, Vidyo and 
Zoom.

Learn more at:  
www.logitech.com/ConferenceCamKit
For orders or further questions, please  
contact your preferred reseller.

Logitech GROUP Kit

Configured and Validated for Performance 
and Reliability 
No more guesswork trying to figure out which 
components work best together to support 
a premium and consistent group meeting 
experience.

Easy-to-buy 
In a single package, you get a video conferencing 
bundle that includes an Intel® NUC, Intel Unite, 
Logitech GROUP, and Logitech wireless keyboard. 
This bundle can be easily purchased through 
your channel partner of choice.

Scalable and Affordable 
Deploy video in every meeting room at a fraction 
of the cost to upgrade your current video 
conferencing solution and avoid unnecessary 
maintenance costs.

LOGITECH GROUP

SYSTEM COMPONENTS PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS (MAVERICK)

INTEL NUC WITH INTEL UNITE ILUMINARI QUICKLAUNCH SE

Full Duplex Omni-Directional Speakerphones 
Hear and be heard with life-like sound that’s crisp, 
clear, and highly intelligible. Audio range 6 m / 20-foot 
diameter around the speakerphone.

High Quality HD Video at 30 Frames Per Second 
Brings life-like full HD video to conference 
calls, enabling expressions, non-verbal cues and 
movements to be seen clearly.

90º Field of View with Pan and Tilt 
The generously wide field of view and silky 
smooth pan and tilt controls make it easy to see 
everyone in the room.

Optional Expansion Mics 
Expand the audio range to 8.5 m / 28-foot with 
optional microphone pods.

Intel NUC Kit NUC5i5MYHE

8 GB DDR3L RAM

Intel Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265

Intel SSD Professional Family (180 GB)

Mini display port to HDMI Adapter

Wireless Touch Keyboard K400 Plus 

Logitech GROUP

Microsoft® Windows® 10 Pro

Iluminari Quicklaunch SE

Intel Unite software

SAP No: 3920275
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EAN: 3920275000000

High performance across all uses 
5th generation Intel Core i5-5300U vPro processor.

Ultra-compact form factor fits almost anywhere 
4.53" x 4.37" x 1.9" small footprint.

Microsoft® Windows® 10 Pro 
Helps you to manage your devices, apps, and 
identities in a way that scales up or down with your 
business needs. 

Intel Unite 
Software powers secure, connected meeting spaces 
— whether your colleagues are sitting around the 
table or halfway around the world. Intel Unite enables 
wireless content sharing from PC and Mac® devices 
alike.

A consistent yet flexible video conferencing 
experience 
Iluminari Quicklaunch SE delivers a simple and 
consistent interface. It’s completely flexible and can 
be customized to meet the specific needs of different 
workgroups. Auto-reset provides a clean start 
anytime at the push of a button.

Protect against unwanted changes  
Lock-down your system with kiosk mode.

‘Room Reset’ feature  
Securely end meetings and keep your confidential 
data secure. 

Integrated camera control 
Provides easy access to camera controls.


